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A deuterium H-mode discharge with a plasma current of 300 kA, an axial toroidal magnetic field of

0.55 T, and a calculated non-inductive plasma current fraction of 0.7–1 has been generated in the

National Spherical Torus Experiment by 1.4 MW of 30 MHz high-harmonic fast wave (HHFW)

heating and current drive. Seventy-five percent of the non-inductive current was generated inside

an internal transport barrier that formed at a normalized minor radius �0.4. Three quarters of the

non-inductive current was bootstrap current, and the remaining non-inductive current was

generated directly by HHFW power inside a normalized minor radius �0.2. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3699364]

I. INTRODUCTION

The first experiments to generate high-confinement, or

H-mode,1 plasmas in a tokamak using ion cyclotron range of

frequency (ICRF) fast-wave heating alone were conducted in

ASDEX in 1986 where ICRF power heated a deuterium

plasma with a hydrogen minority.2 Several years later, H-

mode plasmas were generated in DIII-D (Ref. 3) by direct

fast-wave heating of electrons, via Landau damping and

transit time magnetic pumping.4,5 Fast-wave generated H-

mode plasmas are now studied extensively in conventional

larger aspect ratio tokamaks, such as Alcator C-mod,6 and

ICRF fast-wave heating will heat the deuterium and tritium

in ITER H-mode discharges7,8 to nuclear fusion tempera-

tures. In this paper, we present results for deuterium H-mode

discharges generated and sustained by high-harmonic fast-

wave (HHFW) heating in the National Spherical Torus

Experiment (NSTX),9 a low aspect ratio, spherical torus

(ST) device. The ICRF heating in these experiments used

current drive antenna phasing and was predominantly via

direct fast-wave heating of electrons.

ST devices offer several advantages compared to conven-

tional, larger aspect ratio, tokamaks, including a high ratio of

plasma to confining magnetic field pressure, compact geometry,

good confinement, and relatively low confining magnetic field.10

But because of the constraints imposed by the STs compact

geometry, it is critical to develop discharge initiation, plasma

current (Ip) ramp-up, and plasma sustainment techniques that do

not require a central solenoid. TSC (Ref. 11) simulations of

non-solenoidal plasma scenarios in NSTX (Ref. 12) predict that

HHFW heating13 can play an important role in enabling the

generation of an H-mode ST discharge with a high fraction of

non-inductive plasma current, fNI � 1.

The fNI � 1 strategy developed for NSTX includes cou-

pling 5–6 MW of HHFW power (PRF) into a non-inductive,

Ip ¼ 250� 350 kA, discharge that has been generated by

coaxial helicity injection,14 outer poloidal field start-up,15 or

plasma guns.16 The HHFW heating will be used to drive Ip

from �300 kA to �500 kA through the generation of an H-

mode plasma with substantial bootstrap current (IBS) and

direct fast-wave current drive (IFWCD). At Ip� 500 kA,

90 keV deuterium fast ions from neutral beam injection

(NBI) are sufficiently well confined in NSTX to heat the

plasma and generate additional bootstrap current and neutral

beam injection current drive.

The initial approach to developing this fNI � 1 Ip ramp-

up strategy on NSTX has been to heat a Ip ¼ 250� 300 kA

flat top, inductively generated, deuterium plasma with

HHFW power in order to drive the plasma into an H-mode

with fNI � 1. The first attempt at such an experiment was

conducted on NSTX in 2005;17 the experiment used PRF

� 2.7 MW to heat a Ip ¼ 250 kA, BTð0Þ ¼ 0:45 T plasma.

These first experiments used an undirected antenna launch

spectrum so that there was no directly generated FWCD,

only bootstrap current. H-mode discharges with a calculated

fNI ¼ 0:65� 0:8 were produced but the H-mode phase, and

the associated bootstrap current, could only be maintained

for �60 ms before the RF power tripped off. The RF power

trips occurred because the plasma control system (PCS)

latency was too large, so that the gap between the outer edge

of the plasma and the HHFW antenna (outer gap) could not

be maintained as the plasma stored energy suddenly

increased at the L-mode (low-confinement) to H-mode

transition (L-H transition). The resultant rapid change in

outer gap after the L-H transition caused the reflected RF

power to increase, resulting in the RF power being shut off.

Following the shutdown of the RF power, the plasma transi-

tioned back to the L-mode and the RF power turned on

again. This “L-H-L” cycle was repeated several times during

each discharge.
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Since 2005, there have been improvements in the PCS,

discharge conditioning, and changes in the HHFW antenna

power feed design that have allowed improved RF coupling

to H-mode plasmas with no NBI. This paper reports results

from an experiment run in 2010 that benefited from these

improvements and that demonstrated a sustained

Ip ¼ 300 kA, HHFW H-mode plasma that achieved a calcu-

lated fNI � 0:7� 1 with only PRF� 1.4 MW, and that used

CD antenna phasing.

Since 2005, the PCS latency on NSTX has been signifi-

cantly reduced, and lithium conditioning has been introduced

and found to increase the HHFW heating efficiency.18 Also

since 2005, higher magnetic field HHFW heating experi-

ments have been conducted at BTð0Þ ¼ 0:55 T, and these

experiments exhibited better RF plasma coupling efficiency

than experiments at BTð0Þ ¼ 0:45 T 19 At the higher mag-

netic field, the critical density for fast-wave propagation was

moved further away from the front of the HHFW antenna so

that RF losses to the antenna and surrounding wall structures

were reduced.

The NSTX HHFW antenna is located on the outboard

midplane and extends 90� toroidally. It has 12 straps con-

nected to six decoupled 30 MHz sources that can provide up

to 6 MW of RF power to the antenna. When NSTX is oper-

ated at BTð0Þ ¼ 0:55 T, the 30 MHz fast-waves launched by

the antenna are resonant with the 7th–11th harmonics of the

deuterium ion cyclotron resonance frequency. The phase shift

between adjacent antenna straps can be adjusted to launch a

well-defined spectrum of directed waves to generate FWCD,

with launched toroidal wavenumbers, k/ ¼ 613 m�1, k/

¼ 68 m�1, and k/ ¼ 63 m�1, when the phase difference

(D/) between adjacent antenna straps is 6150�, 690�, and

630�, respectively.18–20 Experiments reported here used

D/¼�90� and as a result generated co-Ip FWCD, in addition

to bootstrap current. In contrast, the experiments run on NSTX

in 2005 used D/¼ 180�, an antenna phasing that launches a

spectrum of waves with a combination of k/ ¼ 614 m�1 and

k/ ¼ 618 m�1.

In addition to the above changes, modifications were

made to the antenna between the 2005 and the 2010 HHFW

experiments reported here. The single-feed, end-grounded

HHFW antenna straps originally installed on NSTX were

replaced in 2009 with double-feed, center-grounded straps to

reduce the RF electric fields in the vicinity of the antenna

Faraday shield for a given strap current. These RF electric

fields were primarily responsible for the arcs that were limit-

ing reliable high power operation to PRF� 3 MW in 2008.

After the double-feed upgrade late in the 2009 NSTX run

campaign, reliable operation was obtained at PRF� 4 MW

just after a few days of antenna conditioning.21 The results

presented in this paper were obtained in 2010 with this new

double-feed antenna configuration. Unfortunately, in 2010,

the maximum arc-free PRF was limited to �1.4 MW due to

the accumulation of Li2CO3 “dust” in the antenna following

multiple vents to a predominantly argon atmosphere that

unintentionally included some air. The arc-free PRF may also

have been limited to some extent by the absence of boron

conditioning at the beginning of the campaign and inter-shot

glow discharge cleaning during the campaign.

Section II presents experimental and modeling results,

and Sec. III discusses the implications of these results and

future plans for developing fNI � 1 discharges in the NSTX

upgrade (NSTX-U) (Ref. 22) in 2014.

II. RESULTS

Most of the attempts to generate high fNI HHFW Ip ¼
300 kA deuterium H-mode discharges in 2010 resulted in

good initial RF heating and CD in the plasma core as the RF

power ramped up, but core RF heating efficiency rapidly

decayed soon after the L-H transition. Figure 1 summarizes

the results from one of these discharges, shot 138498. The

RF power was launched with a k/ ¼ �8 m�1, co-Ip CD

antenna phasing, and was turned on at 0.16 s and ramped up

to 1.4 MW in 100 ms, and then maintained at 1.4 MW from

0.26 s to 0.48 s (Fig. 1(b)). The outer gap was maintained at

0.08 to 0.1 m during the HHFW pulse until 0.35 s when it

began oscillating between 0.05 and 0.15 m (Fig. 1(b)). If the

outer gap is too large (>0.1 m), there is poor coupling to the

fast wave, and if it is too small (<0.05 m), the fast wave

FIG. 1. Time evolution of an Ip ¼ 300 kA HHFW-

generated H-mode plasma (shot 138498) that did

not maintain good HHFW coupling to the core during

the H-mode phase. (a) Line integrated density (neL), cen-

tral electron temperature (Teð0Þ), and total plasma stored

energy (Wtot) versus time. (b) Outer gap between the last

closed flux surface and the front of the HHFW antenna

on the midplane and RF power versus time. (c) The time

evolution of the measured loop voltage. (d) Electron den-

sity and (e) electron temperature versus major radius at

three times during shot 138498; 0.165 s (dashed line),

0.282 s (thin solid line), and 0.382 s (thick solid line).
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starts propagating near the antenna so that the RF power is

deposited on the antenna and surrounding vacuum vessel

structures. In this case, the outer gap briefly falls below

0.05 m at 0.4 s, the reflected RF power increases, and the dis-

charge drops out of H-mode. The loop voltage (Fig. 1(c)) ini-

tially falls to zero at the start of the flat top of the RF power

but rises to 0.3–0.5 V when the outer gap fluctuates after

0.35 s. The line average density (neL) was 1.25� 1019 m�2 at

the start of HHFW heating, as measured by multi point

Thomson scattering (MPTS) (Fig. 1(a), dashed line) and rises

to about 2� 1019 m�2 during the HHFW heating pulse. The

central electron temperature (Teð0Þ), measured by MPTS,

(Fig. 1(a), solid line) increased from 0.2 keV at 0.16 s to

2 keV at 0.26 s as the HHFW power ramped to 1.4 MW and

the plasma transitioned to H-mode. The plasma stored

energy (Wtot) increased from 5 kJ at 0.16 s to 24 kJ at 0.3 s.

After the H-mode transition, Teð0Þ and Wtot decreased to

0.9 keV and 18 kJ, respectively, at 0.38 s. Figures 1(d) and

1(e) show the evolution of the ne profile (neðRÞ) and Te pro-

file (TeðRÞ), respectively. At the start of HHFW heating (Fig.

1(d), 0.165 s, dashed line) neðRÞ is peaked and TeðRÞ is flat

(Fig. 1(e), 0.165 s, dashed line). At 0.282 s (thin solid line),

after the H-mode transition, the neðRÞ profile has flattened,

the density on axis remained at 1.5� 1019 m�3, and a rela-

tively steep edge pedestal developed. At 0.282 s TeðRÞ
became very peaked with a central value of 2 keV, consistent

with good HHFW heating near the magnetic axis. At 0.382 s

(thick solid line), neðRÞ was still flat in the core with a central

value of 2� 1019 m�3, but the edge pedestal was no longer

as steep and TeðRÞ had broadened, indicative of poor HHFW

heating near the axis.

The GENRAY ray tracing code23 and the ADJ adjoint quasi-

linear Fokker-Planck code24 were used to model the RF heat-

ing and CD throughout the HHFW pulse on shot 138498.

Figure 2 shows results at 0.282 s, near the time of peak TeðRÞ
and Wtot. Figure 2(a) shows Teðr=aÞ (solid line) and neðr=aÞ
(dashed line) used for the modeling. 41 rays were launched

at the last closed flux surface (LCFS), and these were fol-

lowed until 99% of the RF power was absorbed. RF power

losses in the scrape off were not included in the modeling,

although these can be significant. Figure 2(b) plots the trajec-

tory of the rays projected on the poloidal plasma cross-

section. There was strong single pass RF power absorption,

with the power being deposited near the midplane in the

outer half of the plasma. A 3% hydrogen impurity was

included, but almost all the RF power was absorbed directly

by electrons through Landau damping or transit-time mag-

netic pumping. Figure 2(c) shows profiles of the RF power

deposition (solid line) and FWCD (dashed line) versus r/a at

0.282 s for 1 MW of RF power deposition inside the LCFS.

Most of the RF power is deposited inside of r/a� 0.5, but

FWCD is confined to the region inside r/a� 0.3 because of

the extensive region of electron trapping in NSTX. The cal-

culated FWCD efficiency was 80 kA/MW. This corresponds to

a current drive figure of merit, cCD (ne(�1020 m�3)Ip(A)Ro(m)/

PRF(W))¼ 0.012 A/(Wm2). Later in time, at 0.382 s, the

FWCD efficiency calculated by GENRAY-ADJ dropped to

50 kA/MW and cCD fell to 0.009 A/(Wm2), as a result of the

higher ne and lower Te at that time. An estimate of the

HHFW coupling efficiency (geff) was obtained from the time

evolution of both the total plasma stored energy and the elec-

tron stored energy derived from integration of the MPTS ne

and Te profile data using the technique described in Ref. 25.

For shot 138498 geff � 55%, so that at 0.282 s � 0.8 MW of

RF power is estimated to be absorbed inside the LCFS and

generates about �65 kA of FWCD.

The time evolution of the RF power deposition and

FWCD for shot 138498 was also modeled with a version of the

TORIC full-wave code26 integrated into the TRANSP transport

code.27 This modeling also did not include RF coupling losses

outside the LCFS; namely, it assumed geff ¼ 100%. Figure 3

shows the time evolution of the FWCD (dashed line) and the

bootstrap current (thin solid line) for shot 138498. TRANSP-TORIC

predicts 100 kA of FWCD at 0.282 s, similar to the 110 kA pre-

dicted by GENRAY-ADJ, and 140 kA of bootstrap current. Assum-

ing geff � 55%, as estimated earlier, the TRANSP-TORIC

FIG. 2. (a) neðr=aÞ and Teðr=aÞ at 0.282 s, near the time of peaked Teð0Þ
and Wtot, for shot 138498. (b) GENRAY-ADJ ray trajectories plotted on a poloi-

dal cross section for shot 138498 at 0.282 s, each ray is followed until 99%

of the power is absorbed. (c) GENRAY-ADJ RF power deposition (solid line)

and RF-driven current (dashed line) versus r/a at 0.282 s for shot 138498.
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calculation implies 50 kA of FWCD, giving a total calculated

non-inductive current, IBSþ IFWCD� 190 kA, and an fNI � 0:65

at 0.282 s. The time evolution of loop voltage calculated by

TRANSP assuming geff¼ 100% was in close agreement with

the time evolution of the measured loop voltage shown in

Fig. 1(c), indicating that geff may have been somewhat higher

than �55% during the HHFW heating pulse, and that fNI

may have increased to more than �0.65 at 0.282 s.

In one discharge, shot 138506, neL before the HHFW

heating pulse was reduced to 0.75� 1019 m�2, about 40%

lower than the other Ip ¼ 300 kA, BTð0Þ ¼ 0:55 T shots run

during the experiment. As a result significantly better RF

core heating was obtained during the H-mode phase for a pe-

riod lasting �200 ms. Figure 4(a) shows the time evolution

of neL, Teð0Þ, and Wtot for shot 138506, and Fig. 4(b) shows

the time evolution of PRF and the outer gap. neL remained

lower than 138498 throughout the H-mode phase. Teð0Þ

increased to 3 keV during the RF heating pulse, 50% higher

than shot 138498, and unlike shot 138498, it kept rising until

an antenna arc at 0.4 s shutdown the RF power for 20 ms.

Wtot did not fall early in the H-mode phase, as it did during

shot 138498. Notably, the outer gap stayed between 0.05 and

0.1 m throughout the RF pulse, and the discharge remained

in the H-mode regime through the antenna arc at 0.4 s. The

loop voltage (Fig. 4(c) fell to close to zero between 0.3 and

0.4 s. Figure 4(d) shows four density profiles measured by

MPTS during shot 138506. neðRÞ remained peaked until the

L-H transition at 0.21 s, at which time it developed a steep

edge pedestal. At 0.29 s an internal transport barrier (ITB)

formed at r/a� 0.4 and then neðRÞ became hollow inside the

ITB, and the loop voltage was close to zero when the ITB

was present. Unfortunately, a motional Stark effect (MSE)

measurement of the current density profile was not available

on the day of this experiment, but it is possible that the

FWCD near the core changed the local magnetic shear in the

core enough to trigger the formation of the ITB. This behav-

ior is similar to fNI � 1 H-mode discharges that were gener-

ated with neutral beam injection in JT-60U when an ITB

formed near a region of reversed magnetic shear.28

Figure 5 shows GENRAY-ADJ results at 0.382 s, near the

time of peak Teð0Þ and Wtot for shot 138506. neðr=aÞ and

Teðr=aÞ profiles used for the modeling at 0.382 s are plotted in

Fig. 5(a). The 41 rays used in the calculation are plotted on

the poloidal cross section in Fig. 5(b). Rays are plotted until

99% of the RF power is absorbed. As for shot 138498, there

was strong single pass RF absorption of all the rays near the

midplane in the outer half of the plasma, and the RF power

deposition profile was peaked on axis (Fig. 5(c)). GENRAY-ADJ

predicts 115 kA of co-Ip FWCD inside r/a� 0.2 for each MW

of RF power deposited inside the LCFS, corresponding to

cCD¼ 0.012 A/(Wm2). geff was estimated to be �60% for shot

138506, yielding �90 kA of FWCD.

The time evolution of the bootstrap current and FWCD

during shot 138506, calculated by TRANSP-TORIC, is plotted in

FIG. 3. Ip (thick solid black line), bootstrap current (IBS, thin solid black

line), and RF-driven current (IFWCD, dashed line), calculated by TRANSP-TORIC,

and PRF (thick solid grey line) plotted as a function of time for shot 138498.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of an Ip ¼ 300 kA

HHFW-generated H-mode plasma (shot

138506) that maintained good HHFW

coupling to the core during the H-mode

phase. (a) Line integrated density (neL),

central electron temperature (Teð0Þ), and

total plasma stored energy (Wtot) versus

time. (b) Outer gap between the last

closed flux surface and the front of the

HHFW antenna on the midplane and RF

power versus time. (c) The time

evolution of the measured loop voltage.

(d) Electron density and (e) electron

temperature versus major radius at four

times during shot 138506; 0.165 s

(dashed line), 0.282 s (thin solid black

line), 0.298 s (thick solid grey line), and

0.382 s (thick solid black line).
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Fig. 6(a). Assuming geff ¼ 100%, 100–120 kA of FWCD is

calculated to be generated during the flat top of the RF heat-

ing pulse (dashed line in Fig. 6(a)). The calculated bootstrap

current oscillates between 100 and 230 kA (thin solid line in

Fig. 6(a)). These large fluctuations in bootstrap current result

from plasma pressure profile changes near the end of the RF

power ramp-up (at 0.26 s), at the formation of the ITB (at

0.3 s) and inside the ITB (at 0.38 s) (Fig. 6(b)). Using

geff � 60%, IFWCD� 70 kA at 0.382 s (Fig. 6(c)), slightly less

than the value predicted by GENRAY-ADJ. At 0.382 s,

IFWCDþ IBS� 220 kA, yielding a calculated fNI � 1. Three

quarters of the non-inductive current was generated inside

the ITB. As a result of the large fluctuations in bootstrap cur-

rent during the H-mode phase, the calculated fNI varies

between 0.7 and 1. As for shot 138498, the time evolution of

loop voltage calculated by TRANSP assuming geff¼ 100% was

in good agreement with the time evolution of the measured

loop voltage shown in Fig. 4(c).

III. DISCUSSION

While the maximum arc-free HHFW PRF was limited to

�1.4 MW in 2010 it was nevertheless possible to generate a

Ip ¼ 300 kA, BTð0Þ ¼ 0:55 T deuterium H-mode plasma with

a loop voltage close to zero and a calculated fNI ¼ 0:7� 1.

This positive result was made possible by better outer gap con-

trol during the H-mode phase, so that the H-mode was sus-

tained for �250 ms, notably better than �60 ms achieved in

similar experiments in NSTX in 2005. Lower target densities,

made possible in part by using lithium conditioning, operation

at higher BTð0Þ, and CD antenna phasing significantly

increased the calculated fNI achieved for a given PRF. A calcu-

lated fNI ¼ 0:7� 1 was obtained with about half the PRF used

in the 2005 NSTX experiments. However, there were still

problems with maintaining an optimal outer gap for good

HHFW coupling on many of the discharges. Even during the

best discharge, shot 138506, there were large, rapid variations

in bootstrap current due to changes in the core pressure profile.

FIG. 5. (a) neðr=aÞ and Teðr=aÞ at 0.382 s, near the time of peaked Teð0Þ
and Wtot, for shot 138506. (b) GENRAY-ADJ ray trajectories plotted on a poloi-

dal cross section for shot 138506 at 0.382 s, each ray is followed until 99%

of the power is absorbed. (c) GENRAY-ADJ RF power deposition (solid line)

and RF-driven current (dashed line) versus r/a at 0.382 s for shot 138506.

FIG. 6. (a) Ip (thick solid line), IBS (thin solid line) and IFWCD (dashed line)

calculated by TRANSP-TORIC for shot 138506, and the RF power (Gray shad-

ing) plotted versus time. (b) Contour plot of the plasma pressure calculated

by TRANSP-TORIC plotted versus r/a and time for shot 138506. Contours are

plotted in kPa increments. (c) Area integrated current versus r/a calculated

by TRANSP-TORIC at 0.382 s, including Ip (thick solid line), IBSCD (thin solid

line) and the IFWCD (thin black line). The location of the internal transport

barrier (ITB) is indicated by the shaded region near r/a¼ 0.4.
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Clearly, better control of the electron pressure profile is

needed. In addition, MSE measurements29 of the current pro-

file are important to benchmark the TRANSP-TORIC analysis, and

these were not available in 2010 on the day the experimental

results reported here were acquired. Experiments originally

planned for 2011 to extend the generation of HHFW H-modes

to higher arc-free PRF in NSTX were cancelled when the

NSTX experimental program was terminated due to a toroidal

field coil failure. fNI � 1 HHFW H-mode experiments with

PRF� 4 MW will resume in 2014 on NSTX-U, where it will

be possible to run discharges with BTð0Þ up to 1 T. fNI > 1,

current overdrive experiments will attempt to ramp Ip from

300 to 500 kA with HHFW power alone. Also, a new MSE

diagnostic that uses laser-induced fluorescence (MSE-LIF)

(Ref. 30) and that uses a low-power 30 keV diagnostic neutral

beam, rather than a more perturbing 90 keV high power NSTX

heating beam will be available for current density profile meas-

urements on NSTX-U.
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